
Get more out of your cutting table
Buy Kongsberg bits & blades from Esko

Kongsberg offers a wide range of high-quality blades, specially designed to optimize your 
Kongsberg cutting table with focus on consistent production and minimum downtime at 
lowest cost per cutting meter.

Buy your Kongsberg bits and blades at our online Esko Store.

www.esko.com/bits-and-blades

http://www.esko.com/bits-and-blades


Reduce the risk of failure
All bits and blades are developed, tested 
and certified in-house, guaranteeing the 
perfect results on your Kongsberg table 
and tools.

Find the right bits & 
blades for the right job
Buy the best possible bits & blades with 
bits&blades f inder and personal advice 
through Esko support community.

Clean cuts and high-
quality finishes
Get impressive clean cuts and high-quality 
finishes with super sharp and especially 
designed blades (such as the asymmetri-
cal blades that take away all burred edges)

Longer spindle life 
span and unsurpassed 
performance
Balanced bits prolong spindle life and 
achieve higher quality result. 

Cheaper bits are most often designed for 
conventional router machines with a maxi-
mum RPM at 32’ and are rarely balanced. 
Kongsberg spindles do 60’ and require 
perfect balanced bits.

Improve your cost efficiency
All Esko bits and blades are developed 
to ensure a longer life span. On selected 
bits and blades, new unique coating is 
giving minimum friction and remarkable 
life length (upto 6 times).

“Our jobs are cut with clean 
edges every time.”
Pre-Press / Artwork Manager, Medium Enterprise 
Industrial Manufacturing Company

“Due to high quality of  
material, Kongsberg bits  
& blades last longer and  
therefore have the lowest 
cost per cutting meter  
on the market.”
Techvalidate survey of 598 users of esko
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Buy your Kongsberg bits and 
blades at our online Esko Store

www.esko.com/bits-and-blades

http://www.esko.com/bits-and-blades

